There is a wide variety of CFD grid types including Cartesian, structured, unstructured, and hybrids, as well as, numerous methodologies of combining these to reduce the time required to generate high quality grids around complex configurations. If the grid methodologies were implemented in different codes they should be written in such a way as to obtain the maximum performance from the available computer resources. A common interface should also be required to allow for ease of use. However, it is very time consuming to develop, maintain and add extra functionally to different codes. This paper examines the possibility of taking an existing CFD solver, the Helicopter Multi-Block (HMB) CFD method, and implementing a new grid type while reusing as much as possible the original code base. The paper presents some of the challenges encountered in extending the code which was written for a single mesh type, to a more flexible solver that is still computationally efficient but can cope with a variety of grid types.
Introduction -Types of CFD Grids
Structured, unstructured, or hybrid grids can be used for CFD calculations. The grids may also use overset or sliding interfaces to account for the relative motion between mesh components or for reducing the complexity of the mesh generation process. In the literature, established helicopter CFD codes (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) have been used with several types of grids without a clear conclusion as to which mesh type is best for computations. In this paper, the idea of hybrid grids is put forward as an attempt to balance accuracy of solution and ease of mesh generation. The basic scheme considered, is to keep structured zones where accuracy is required e.g. around the rotor blades or in the rotor wake of a helicopter, and use the unstructured parts to alleviate meshing difficulties in regions with complex geometries e.g. around complex fuselage shapes. Of course, the use of hybrid grids brings forward issues related to the solver (that must cope with different mesh types) and issues related to communication between different mesh types.
The choice of CFD grid type has several consequences beyond the ease of generating a high-quality mesh. These include the computational cost within the CFD solver, the computational storage, and the accuracy and robustness of the employed iterative solution method. A Cartesian grid, is shown in figure 1 (a). It is a special case of a structured grid where the cells are all squares and aligned with the Cartesian axis system. Such grids are trivial to generate, and have faster flux evaluations compared to body fitted grids due to simplified mesh metrics. However, their disadvantage is the complexity in how well boundaries are treated; the cells at a wall boundary are cut by the real geometry of a solid body, which then must be handed via the flow solver.
A multi-block structured grid, as shown in figure 1(b), takes advantage of the flexibility of the unstructured grids in local refinement, and the simplicity and efficiency of structured meshes. In fact, a multi-block mesh can be seen as an unstructured hexahedral mesh. Hence the advantages of using a body fitted grid around the geometry can be maintained while reducing the grid generation time.
An unstructured grid, as shown in figure 1(c) has an irregular connectivity, and hence, cannot be expressed as a three-dimensional array, meaning it requires more storage, for its connectivity. When a flow has large gradients in one direction with milder ones in the transverse directions like, for example, in boundary layers, shear layers, and wakes, this can lead to highly stretched tetrahedra. This issue is normally overcome by using prism layers in these parts of the flow such that the height of the prism is much smaller than its base.
A strand -Cartesian grid, (6) uses a surface mesh and grows "strands" using a smoothed average of the surface normal to produce prismatic cells close to the surface to capture the viscous sub layer. The smoothing delays the intersection of the strands in concave regions of the surface allowing for longer strands to be used. The off-body mesh is made up of an adaptive Cartesian grid which is refined until its spacing is smaller than the spacing between the points of the strand grid. It is not just the mesh that is described differently in an efficient solver for a given mesh type. There are different combinations of where the flow solution is stored and what control volumes are used. Even when the grid types use the same schemes, codes will use implied knowledge of the mesh to be more efficient. For examine if the left and right states of a cell-face are known, the same code could be used to calculate the flux for the Cartesian, multi-block structured and unstructured grids. Admittedly, this would not be very efficient for the Cartesian mesh. However, how the left and right states are calculated would be different between all three versions, and hence the way data is presented to the flux calculating function must be flexible enough to handle them. There are several techniques for patching multiple grids together, as shown in figure  2 . One of the methods is the use of non-conformal interfaces between grids. This has been used to a good effect in rotorcraft aerodynamics by embedding the rotor blades into a "drum" which allows movement with respect to the background grid (2) . In this case, the use of different point distributions on either side of a curved interface leads to gaps and overlaps, between the rotating drum grid and the stationary background grid. In general, non-conformal interface schemes are only conservative when the interface is planar. The case for the non-conformal interface abutting a curved surface is more problematic since it is possible for the interpolation scheme to use information from the wrong part of the boundary. This issue was addressed in (7) by mapping the finer grids onto the coarse grid representation of the curve when interpolation coefficients are being calculated between the grids across the interface.
Another method allows grids to overlap one another as in the case of chimera or overset methods (8) already implemented in HMB (9) . An extension to this is the DRAGON (Direct Replacement of Arbitrary Grid-Overlapping by Nonstructured) mesh developed by Kao and Liou (10) which stitches non-overlapping structured meshes for the different components using tetrahedra. DRAGON grids have been extended by Wang et al (11) into the zipper layer method to increase robustness near small mesh gaps. This was without using an overlap or hanging nodes by adding a small number of tetrahedra and pyramids on either side of the interface to form a conformal mesh.
It is appealing to CFD users and researchers to have a single code base instead of multiple versions of the same code. However, requirements change over time. The Helicopter Multi-Block (HMB) code (1, 12, 13) , for example, changed from a fixed wing solver to cover rotors, complete helicopters, propellers and wind turbines. The addition of an unstructured mesh capability could be done similarly, however, this would lead to multiple parts of the code doing basically the same thing on different types of mesh. This is undesirable since it leads to code bloat, making it harder to maintain. Also, both versions of the same operations would need to be tested, and any new functionally which can be applied to both mesh types might need to be implemented twice. So the additional functionally of solving on unstructured meshes should be implemented in such a way as to reuse as much of the current code as possible without refactoring ithence requiring a large re-validation exercise of existing parts of the code.
Hybrid Method Implementation
The goal of any method that uses hybrid grids is to exploit their advantages while minimising their drawbacks. For example, a conformal hybrid mesh can be executed entirely within an unstructured solver with all the extra cost associated with these types of solvers. These drawbacks could be reduced by solving the body fitted grids using a multi-block structured solver with the remainder domain solved in an unstructured solver. This methodology can be further extended to include a high order method for solving on Cartesian background grids without having to extend any high order scheme used for the Cartesian part to the curvilinear grid. Also, it would be possible to solve a different set of governing equations in different parts of the flow. All this functionally is obtained through special treatment of the interface between two different zones, so that each separate solver has all the information required.
The Helicopter Multi-Block (HMB) code, can solve the discretised Navier-Stokes equations in integral form using the arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) formulation (14) for time-dependent domains with moving boundaries. The equations are discretised using a cell-centred finite volume approach (Figure 3(a) ) on a multi-block grid. Osher's upwind scheme is used to discretise the convective terms and MUSCL (15) variable interpolation is used to provide third order accuracy. The Van Albada limiter (16) is used to reduce oscillations near steep gradients. Temporal integration is performed using an implicit dual-time step method (17) . The linearised system is solved using the generalised conjugate gradient method with a block incomplete lower-upper (BILU) pre-conditioner. This technique is an iterative method approximating the solution of the linear system using a Krylov subspace method. During iterations the method requires no matrix -matrix multiplications. Nevertheless an number of matrix-vector products must be computed. The overhead is only on CPU time, and not so much on the computer memory. Because the matrix-vector products are the most demanding operations of the method, care is taken so these are efficient, and access of the data in memory is optimal. This is the reason frequently in the paper we refer to the cost of the matrix-vector multiplications. Both the Jacobian matrix and the pre-conditioner, which are sparse matrices, are stored in memory. Their formation and solution take around 80% of the computational cost of a fully implicit step with the sparse Jacobian matrixvector multiplies and pre-conditioner vector multiplies taking nearly 40% of this time. An overview of the parallel implementation of the HMB implicit solver can be found in (18) . The guiding principle in the implementation of the unstructured functionally of the code was to leverage as much of the existing software as possible to avoid duplication and reduce the cost of validating any newly re-factored functions. This improves the code maintainability while shortening development time, since the parts used from an already validated code are much less likely to contain errors. It also reduces the cost of future developments that need to be implemented only once. Like most structured grid codes, HMB was written assuming the mesh had a certain connectivity to increase performance at the expense of generality and so functions had to be extended to allow for greater flexibility in the input arguments while not changing the returned variables when called from structured blocks. Another consideration is that any extra functionally needed for the new implementation be useable with a structured multiblock mesh. For example, the new method for calculating gradients at the centroid of the cells needed for the unstructured mesh should also be usable within a structured multi-block mesh. The Helicopter Unstructured Method (HUM) functionally, has been implemented using a similar scheme to HMB albeit with some differences. Firstly, the governing equations are discretised using a vertex-based approach (Figure 3 ) on the unstructured mesh. Hence the solution unknowns are stored at the grid points instead of the cell centres and the cell control volume is now obtained using the dual mesh. With structured grids the second neighbours of each cell are well-defined and these are used in the spatial discretisation of the equations (e.g. in the MUSCL scheme). With unstructured grids this is not the case, and flow gradients are used instead to the same effect. The remainder of the functionally is the same but due to the differences outlined above, a structured multi-block mesh will not produce perfectly identical results when run using the unstructured mode.
There were several reasons behind choosing a vertex-based approach for the unstructured mesh vs the cell centred based approach for the structured mesh. Firstly, in unstructured meshes there are many more cells than vertices and keeping the number of field variables as low as possible is advantageous for parallel computations. Changing the position of the unknowns does not affect the assembly of the Jacobian matrix and only slightly affects its parallel solution since the matrix-vector multiplications need different functions to exchange solution data. This is the case because HMB currently partitions a multi-block mesh without sub-division of the blocks. Between structured and unstructured grids, the loops that build the cell residuals need to be different but the flux calculation through a face, and source term calculations are the same. For example, in HMB the cell volumes are used while in HUM the dual mesh volume is employed. One difference in the code is how the boundaries of the blocks are calculated. HMB uses two layers of halo cells around each block for consistent calculation of the fluxes shared between two blocks while HUM exchanges a single row of solutions and gradients on the block boundaries, to accomplish the same task. Physical boundaries are also treated differently since halo cells are used to set the boundary conditions in HMB while the boundaries are enforced directly through the flux on the boundary within HUM. The calculation of the mesh metrics are also different because of the different ways the meshes are stored. Some key aspects of the unstructured/structured implementation are now detailed.
Data Structure
The extension of the multi-block data structure requires extra information in defining the mesh and edge data. Firstly, an unstructured block requires more information to be fully defined compared to a block of a structured mesh since there is no implicit ordering. Looking at figure 4, a structured mesh with a grid of n x × n y × n z cells is used as an example. Given any cell i, j, k the eight nodes making up this cell are known implicitly and can be accessed in a three-dimensional array or mapped into a one-dimensional array as in the case of HMB. Hence information about the connectivity does not need to be stored. In an unstructured block format, for a given cell, it is impossible to write a simple mapping function that recovers the 8 nodes. This issue is resolved with the use of element data, which contain all the nodes making up the vertices of the element. There are many different types of elements with the 4 common ones being, tetrahedra, prisms, pyramids, and hexahedra. To reduce the complexity of the data structure, instead of performing operations on each element type the elements are decomposed into unique edges. These edges consist of the two end points i and j. The vector x j − x i , and the normal and surface data of the control volume the edge is associated with need to be computed and stored. It should be noted that after the edge data has been calculated along with the dual volumes the element data can be discarded. The edge data is very important within an unstructured solver because most operations are loops over the edges. Selmin and Formaggia (19) amongst others, presented a framework for constructing node-centred schemes and defined a flexible data structure for meshes with different element types which consisted of node pairs linking twp grid points together. A final important performance aspect is how the nodes and edges are numbered. Currently, the nodes are grouped into 6 different types as shown in figure 5 (a). The vast
Cell ID P P P P Figure 4: Cell and node numbering for a structured and unstructured mesh majority are interior nodes (circles), and interior boundary nodes (squares) which are all the nodes which can be fully updated when using a first order scheme without communication. The remainder are nodes which are updated on the current processor (up and down triangles) and halo nodes (diamonds and crosses) which are updated on other processors. Even though the node marked by a cross in figure 5(a) is not required for the residual evaluation it has been included to allow for calculation of element based data if required for post-processing.
Grouping the nodes in this way implies that all rows of the first order Jacobian matrix that require data from another processor to perform a matrix-row vector multiplication are at the end of the arrays used in the code. No extra logic is required to reorder the operations for parallel matrix-vector multiplications so that all the rows containing just local data can be calculated first. This allows the messages exchanged between CPUs for parallel calculations to be split with the local operations carried out in between them to hide some of the communication overhead. The following steps are used.
• Send the data to the other processors
• Perform the local part of the matrix-vector multiplication -the vast majority of it.
• Receive the data needed for the remainder of the rows
• Finish the non-local part of the parallel matrix-vector multiplication.
There are two different types of edges: firstly edges where both end points are updated, figure 5(b), and secondly edges that only update one end, figure 5(c). In the case where only one edge point needs to be updated, it is always the i point that needs updating and never the j, figure 5(a). These two groups of edges are then split into subgroups. The internal edges are split into three groups shown in figure 5(b) and the external edges are split into four different groups shown in figure 5(c). These groups differentiate between the types of nodes which make up the end points of the edges. The largest group is when both ends of an edge are interior nodes (circles). The reason behind splitting the edges into subgroups is the same as the numbering of the nodes. It allows the parallel flux calculations to be split into local and non-local parts where both the local internal and boundary fluxes can be computed while the data exchange is carried out. 
Both nodes internal i node on boundary j node internal Both nodes on boundary Both nodes on another processor Since the structured multi-block mesh uses an approximate Riemann solver which requires the left and right states, a normal vector and a cell-face area the information stored in the edge data is exactly equivalent except for where the information is stored.
Gradient calculation
A good approximation for the gradient of the solution is imperative in CFD solvers. For example, in the Navier-Stokes equations the viscous flux functions contain gradients of both velocity components and temperature. Two standard methods have been implemented for their computation using either the Gauss-Green approximation or weighted least squares. The Gauss-Green approximation appeals to the divergence theorem, which states that the outward flux of a vector field through a closed surface is equal to the volume integral of the divergence over the volume inside the surface. This is stated as:
where U is a continuously differentiable vector field, and V is a volume bounded by the surface S with an outward pointing normal n. The integral mean value theorem to obtain the gradient at the centre of the volume V using
were the right hand side of (2) is evaluated with anda quadrature rule. For vertexbased schemes, V is the dual control volume and then the mid-point rule is used for the quadrature scheme. This leads to a scheme that is exact for linear functions on tetrahedral grids. The least squares gradient calculation (20) is a method unrelated to the mesh topology. Its construction only needs a set of neighbouring points close to the position where the gradient is to be calculated. Even though any stencil is possible, the normal construction for a vertex based scheme is to take all the neighbouring points which are connected via an edge. These are the same points that would be used to calculated the first order inviscid flux. The least squares gradient is then obtained by solving for the values of the gradient which minimise the sum of the squares of the differences between neighbouring values.
The least squares gradient calculation gives and exact gradient for a linear variation of the variable while for the Gauss-Green reconstruction this does not hold for all grid types. However on thin cells with large curvature, like boundary layer meshes for high Reynolds number the least squares gradient can give erratic results (20) compared to Gauss-Green. Therefore different gradient calculations are suitable for different cell types.
Limiting the solution
Barth and Jespersen (21) were the first to introduced a limiter for unstructured grids. The idea was to find a value of ϕ in each control volume which would limit the gradient in the reconstruction of the solution u so that the interface does not produce local maxima or minima. The scheme reads:
where
The non-differentiability of this limiter adversely affects the convergence properties of the solver. Due to this, Venkatakrishnan (22) introduced a smooth alternative of the Barth-Jespersen procedure, as well as, a parameter to turn the limiter off in smooth regions of the flow. However, the authors found that at stagnation points, where the gradient of the solution changes sign, this limiter still causes convergence problems unless the tunable parameter is set so large that it turns the limiter off over the whole mesh.
In the current work, a different formulation is used which more closely resembles the limiter used in the multi-block HMB. HMB approximates the left and right states by interpolation of a second-order, upwind biased, difference equation which results in a parabolic reconstruction scheme. The scheme reads:
where It should be noted that this limiter is not second order TVD since for any r ∈ (1, 2) , ϕ(r) < 1. The value of χ is set to zero giving the final formulation:
To be able to reuse this formulation in unstructured grids the difference ∆ − u i = u i − u i−1 needs to be replaced since the second neighbour u i−1 is not well defined. The approximation
is used, and equation 5 can then be used to calculate the left state in both structured and unstructured cases.
Flux calculation
The flux calculation for a cell is constructed by summing all fluxes through the faces that make up the cell. In HMB this is done using two loops over the faces. The first is for inviscid and the second for viscous. The gradient calculation at the midpoint of the edge is done by the corrected average method, that uses the average of the gradients at the end points of the edge, then removes the component of the gradient along that edge i j and replaces it with its central difference. This removes any undesirable odd even decoupling and also reduces the size of the stencil on certain types of meshes. As can be seen from figures 6 and 7 the the viscous stencil on hexahedral meshes is the same for HMB and HUM.
Coupling Methods
The method for coupling a block structured zone to an unstructured, depends on the restrictions placed on the interface (23) . The most restrictive case is the one where the interface is required to be conformal. An example of a conformal interface is shown in figure 8(a) . An interface is conformal if both points and edges coincide for each zone. This can either be achieved by splitting the face on the block-structured side and calculating the flux on each triangle, or by using a layer of pyramids on the unstructured side to transition into the tetrahedral mesh. The later case was implemented. Block structured zones have two rows of "halo" cells, to keep the calculation of the fluxes on the interface consistent between block interfaces. This can only be achieved if the mesh on both sides of the interface is also the same. To be able to do this at the interface between a block structured and an unstructured zone, puts a restriction that the first two layers cells must be hexahedra as shown in figure 8(d) .
A slightly less restrictive case is the one where the two interfaces coincide but the points do not. This is shown in figure 8(b) . If the interface is curved this also leads to having both holes and overlaps in the mesh. This can be greatly reduced if the same density of points is used on both sides of the interface. Another option would be to pre-process the grid by projecting the higher density interface onto the lower with a method similar to the one described in (7) . The least restrictive case is that of going to non-matching interfaces and using an overset grid. It should be noted that not all the functionally of a chimera method would be required if, for example, the grids were built in such a way that no hole cutting is needed. In this case, for block structured zones, both rows of halo cells must be inter-polated from the overlapping mesh. An unstructured zone would require the solution and gradients for all points on the outer boundary to be interpolated from another zone.
Implicit flow solver
The Navier-Stokes equations can be discretised using a finite volume approach. The computational domain is divided into a finite number of non-overlapping control-volumes, and the governing equations are applied to each cell in turn. The spatial discretisation of the NS equations leads to a set of ordinary differential equations in time,
where W and R are the vectors of cell conserved variables and residuals respectively and V is the cell volume. Using a fully implicit time discretisation and approximating the time derivative by a second order backward difference equation (7) becomes
Equation 8 is non-linear in W n+1 and cannot be solved analytically. This equation is defined to be the unsteady residual R ⋆ . Following the original implicit dual-time approach introduced by Jameson (17) equation (8) is solved by iteration in pseudo-time t ⋆ . This permits the acceleration techniques of steady state flow solvers to be used to obtain the updated solution and allows the real time step to be chosen based on accuracy requirements alone without stability restrictions. Using an implicit time discretisation on the pseudo-time t ⋆ , we can write
where the superscript m + 1 denotes the level (m + 1)∆t ⋆ in pseudo-time. In this equation, the flux residual on the right hand side is evaluated at the new time level m + 1 and is therefore expressed in terms of the unknown solution at this new time level. The unsteady flux residual R
is linearised in the pseudo-time variable t ⋆ as follows,
where ∆W = W m+1 − W m , and by using the definition of the unsteady residual:
Substituting the above in equation (9) and rewriting in terms of the primitive variables P we obtain:
where ∂R/∂P is the Jacobian matrix. This is the basic time-marching equation employed in both HMB and HUM.
Jacobian Matrix
The properties of the Jacobian matrix have a strong influence on the performance of this scheme. An exact Jacobian matrix recovers Newton's method, if ∆t ⋆ is very large, giving quadratic convergence when close enough to the final solution. However, the exact Jacobian is very stiff for high Reynolds number flows making it very hard to solve equation 12 as well as having a very narrow domain where the solution converges. To make the solver more robust the matrix is approximated. This increases the number of iterations to obtain convergence but is counteracted by the approximate Jacobian being less stiff, having fewer non zero terms. So Jacobian vector operations are faster, and system 12 only needs to be approximately solved.
An approximate Jacobian ∂W/∂U is used to reduce the sparsity pattern of the Jacobian matrix as well as the stiffness of the linear system. The Jacobian matrix is calculated analytically by repeated application of the chain rule. The residual for one cell is built up as a summation of the fluxes through the cell faces. The inviscid part of the residual of the cell face is, denoted by f i−1/2 in figure 9 , and follows the usual approach for Riemann solvers:
where U L and U R are the left and the right states of the Riemann problem. Applying the MUSCL would result in four contributions to the Jacobian matrix arising from
To reduce ill-conditioning, the exact Jacobian matrix is approximated by removing this dependence by the following approximation
This scheme is similar to calculating the exact Jacobian matrix for a first order spatial discretisation, with the modification that the MUSCL interpolated values at the interface are used in the evaluation instead of the cell values that would be used for a first order spatial scheme. It is highly desirable not to expand this non-zero pattern when adding in the viscous terms to the Jacobian. For viscous fluxes, a thin shear layer approximation is used when forming the Jacobian terms which only takes into account the gradient vectors normal to the face. In the multi-block structured case, this approximate Jacobian has 7 non zero entries per row. In the unstructured case for a hexhedral mesh this is still true since each vertex has 6 edges. However, for a general unstructured mesh using a vertex centred scheme this will increase. For example, figure 10 shows a histogram of the number of edges per point for the ERICA fuselage case of section (4.4). Most have 9 non zero terms per row since this occurs from prisms which are grown from a surface mesh where 6 triangles meet at a point. The average number of terms per row in this case is 10.52 with 6 rows having 24 non zero terms. This increase from 7 to 10.5 raises the computational cost of a matrix-vector multiplication by 50%. The cost is further increased due to the non fixed distance between the columns of any given row, which means more access to computer memory. Since a sparse matrix-vector multiplication is memory bandwidth limited (24) , anything that increases loads from computer memory reduces the performance.
Linear Solvers
There are two methods available for solving the linear system in HMB/HUM. The first is a Krylov subspace algorithm. Eisenstat, Elman and Schultz (25) developed a generalised Conjugate Gradient method that depends only on A rather than A T A called the Generalised Conjugate Residual (GCR) algorithm. Further, Saad and Schultz (26) developed the Generalised Minimal Residual (GMRES) algorithm which is mathematically equivalent to GCR but is less prone to breakdown for certain problems, and requires less storage and arithmetic operations. However GCR remains the easier algorithm to implement especially in parallel. The GCR algorithm in HMB is preconditioned using a Block Incomplete Lower Upper (BILU) factorisation (27) . The second linear solver is based on splitting the Jacobian matrix into the lower diagonal and uppers parts.
where L only consists of block terms which are strictly below the diagonal, U only consists of block terms which are strictly above the diagonal, and D is a block diagonal matrix. If assumed that the LD −1 U is negligible, the following equation can be used to solve for the solution update:
Equation 13 can be inverted by using a forward and backward sweeps procedure:
where ∆W ⋆ is the solution vector updated in the forward sweep. There are a number of ways to set up the Jacobian matrix. In the original LU-SGS scheme, the matrix is constructed based on splitting the inviscid flux Jacobian according to its spectral radius. This treatment reduces the computational complexity of the scheme and ensures the matrix is diagonally dominant (28, 29) . However, in the case of HMB/HUM the Jacobian matrix is the same as the one used in section 3.1. This means that the memory required to store the preconditioner and the generalised conjugate residual solver bases are not required. This is at the expense of taking more iterations to solve the linear system, and usually a lower CFL number is needed to keep the system more diagonally dominant.
Actuator Disk Models
The actuator disk simulates the effect of a rotor by creating a pressure difference on a single plane inside the flow field. This is a useful and fast method when simulating the flow around a fuselage where the focus is more on the fuselage that on the rotor blades. Uniform and non uniform actuator disk models have been implemented, and are shared between HMB/HUM.
Uniform Actuator Disk
An actuator disk adds a source term to the momentum and energy equations to impose the pressure difference ∆P across the rotor disk which depends on the advance ratio µ and thrust coefficient C T . In the uniform case the nondimensional pressure difference ∆P * is given by
where T is the rotor thrust, V tip is the velocity at the rotor tip, ρ ∞ is the freestream density, V ∞ is the freestream velocity and A is the area of the rotor disk.
Non Uniform Actuator Disk
In forward flight the rotor load distribution is not uniform and a more realistic actuator disk model should give the pressure jump as function of the radial position on the blade r and the azimuth angle Ψ. Shaidakov's AD model (30) , expresses the loading of a forward flying rotor with a distribution of the form
where the coefficients P 0 , P 1S and P 2C depend on rotor radius and solidity, rotor attitude, advance ratio, thrust coefficient, lift coefficient slope and free-stream velocity. The model accounts for blade tip offload, and the reversed flow region, as well as the rotor hub. Details of Shaidakov's model can be found in (30, 31) . The model originates from the theory of an ideal lifting rotor in incompressible flow and it has been tuned for realism using flight tests data. A detailed description of the models implementation in HMB can be found in (32) .
Parallel Implementation
The parallel implementation of the Helicopter Unstructured Method (HMB/HUM) is done though partitioning the domain into smaller pieces using METIS (33) . This is a fast processes taking less than a 20 seconds for a mesh of 3.5 million cells. Since the process is linear in the number of cells, partitioning meshes of even 100 million cells is not CPU limited. The limiting factor is the amount of memory needed. This again is linear in the number of cells and currently 1 million cells requires 720 MBytes of memory. Hence a 100 million cell mesh would take around 10 minutes of CPU time but also around 70 GBytes of memory.
Since the grid has been partitioned into multiple domains, information must be exchanged between processors. Unlike the structured solver in which a double row of halo cells is exchanged the unstructured solver needs a single row of both the solution and its spatial gradients to calculate the residual. This is twice the amount of information since the gradients require three times the information, and the gradient of the temperature is also communicated in addition to the gradients of density, velocity, pressure, and the quantities related to the turbulence models.
Due to the use of a first order Jacobian matrix both solvers require a single row data to perform a matrix-vector multiplication in parallel and are only stored as floats (4 Bytes). The reduction in accuracy of using floats is negligible compared to the difference between the exact and approximate Jacobian. Since the matrix is stored in this way, the communication size is further decreased by reducing the precision from 8 bytes per variable to 4. It should be noted that all the inner products in the GCR method must still be stored in 8 bytes so as to delay the degradation in the orthogonalization for the search directions.
Parallel Performance
Modern central processing units (CPUs) have large numbers of cores. At present, high performance computing nodes commonly have two CPUs each with 16 to 24 cores per CPU. This means that good code efficiency across many thousands of cores requires two different types of parallel performance: (a) within a compute node, and (b) across compute nodes. Within a node, messages use a shared-memory byte transfer layer which is a local memory copy and is much faster than the interconnect between nodes. Nodes though have a fixed amount of cache, memory bandwidth. Between nodes the messages will be sent over the interconnect, which is slower, but the amount of resources also scales linearly with the number of nodes. This leads to two very different scaling curves for HMB and HUM.
To examine the scaling within a compute node a flow problem of 3.55 million cells grid was solved using the explicit, two-equation turbulence formation with MUSCL extrapolation. Limiting was turned on and the gradients were calculated using weighted least squares. The parallel performance is shown in table 1 for a single node consisting of two 2.0Ghz Intel Xeon E5-2650 CPUs. The performance drop is due to two factors: the decreasing ratio of of internal points to halo points as the number of cores increases, and the fixed cache size and memory bandwidth within the node. Increasing the number of processes from one to two results in a very small drop because the other CPU is now utilised making its resources available. However, any extra processes need to share the CPU resources resulting in a much more substantial drop. As the number of processes increases the resource sharing becomes even more of a limiting factor resulting in a 20% drop when the node has all the cores active. Figure 11 , shows within a node scaling of (a) HMB and (b) HUM on the Advanced Research Computing High End Resource (ARCHER) (34) super-computing service. The within node performance is very similar to that of table 1. The performance in the implicit iterations of HUM and HMB is similar, while the performance of the explicit iteration in HUM is better due to the extra computational cost of calculating the residual in the unstructured code. The across node scaling for HMB is shown in figure 11 (c) going from 2 11 cores (86 nodes) to 2 15 cores (1366 nodes) using a fully turbulent flow calculation with 65536 blocks each of size 21 × 21 × 21. This results in 256K cells per core in the smallest number of nodes to 16K cells per core on the largest. The scaling between the nodes is much better than the scaling within a node and depends on the amount of data sent between nodes and how fast the interconnect is. In an environment where processes within a node have much higher bandwidth and lower latency than communication across nodes the assignment of partitioned mesh to nodes becomes very important. The grid partitioning process needs to be done in two stages. Firstly, the messages between nodes should be minimised by partitioning on the number of nodes to minimise the amount of traffic over the slower communication layer. Then, each of these partitions should be re-split based on the number of processes per node.
Common Code Between The Structured and Unstructured Partitions
Ideally, as much of the existing routines of the structured code should be reused for both types of grids. As the structured code is a cell centred scheme with a loop over the faces of the control volumes where as the unstructured scheme is vertex centred with a loop over the edges, it might first appear there is little possible commonality between the two numerical schemes. However, a loop, over the edges in the unstructured scheme is, a loop over the faces of the dual volume mesh. So with careful planing of the data structures (so that both flow variables and temporary variables are stored in the same way between the two different formats) it becomes possible to have common code fragments and functions making the code maintainable. For the inviscid flux calculation, only the left and right MUSCL states are calculated using different functions while the different approximate Riemann solvers use the same routines as shown in, algorithm 1. The viscous fluxes are different since in the structured code they are calculated at the mid-point of the face directly, instead of being reconstructed from nodal values. The same is true for the turbulent flow equations where their convective parts use the same functions, and the viscous parts are different. The source term for the turbulenct flow equations is also reused as the ordering of the gradients was made consistent between the different mesh types. The structured, sparse matrix linear solver is general enough that it is common between the two mesh types. The only change is the parallel communication in matrix-vector multiplications. Since there is no lexicographical ordering between unstructured partitions on different processors more information is required to correctly fill the halo data. Overall, around 35 percent of the code remains common by number of core lines, however if time spent during execution is considered it is in excess of 75 percent. 
Numerical Results
The following section first examines the differences in performance between HMB and HMB/HUM, the effectiveness of the Jacobian matrix for the unstructured scheme, as well as, two and three dimensional computational results.
Performance Comparison Between HMB and HMB/HUM
An important aspect of any CFD code is its performance, and where the code spends most of its time. Codes that spend a large percentage of their time in only a few subroutines are amenable to performance enhancement. The GCC compiler was used here, and the code was compiled with -O2 optimization instead of the normal -O3. This stops the compiler from in-lining certain small functions, making the timings within functions correct at the expense of an increased number of function calls. Table  2 shows the top 20 function calls within the explicit part of the HMB/HUM code. As can been seen some, 70% of the runtime of the code is spent in 3 functions.
Based on the number of calls to any given function there are three different function types 1. Functions called every iteration, for example, nsSolverInit which initialises the Navier Stokes solver.
2. Functions called number_of_cells times per iteration like the one calculating the source term of the two equation turbulence model, sourceTermKOmega.
Functions called number_of_edges times per iteration, for example the viscous flux calculation, viscousGradResidual.
There is a minor difference between the number of calls to Osher's approximate Riemann solver and the number of viscous flux calls because Osher's solver is reused for some boundary conditions while the viscous fluxes have a specialised routine for boundaries. It should be noted that a different type of mesh changes the ratio of the number of edges to the number of cells in the computations. The calculation of the gradient by least squares is the highest cost function since the current implementation recalculates the matrix every iteration. The solution limited values are calculated and stored so that can be used by both Navier-Stokes and turbulenct flow parts. The limiter only consists of two loops over the edges neither of which are very computationally expensive, however, there is a large number of conditional statements, four in each loop which have fairly random branching making the routine slow. Looking at the cost of all functions that make up the inviscid, viscous, and turbulenct flow model parts of the computation, the inviscid part is the summation of the two functions shown in red in table 2 and most of the setup for these calculations are in viscousResidualUns. This totals around 14% of the runtime of the code, this is nearly exactly the same as the viscous parts shown in blue. The two equation turbulence model parts (in green) total around 10%. This is a lot different to the structured multi-block code where the turbulence models take longer to calculate, but some extra storage was used to avoid recalculation of the velocity gradients, and molecular and eddy viscosities. Table 3 shows the relative and absolute performance of both the explicit and implicit steps for a 3.15M cell, three-dimensional sphere case, with Osher's approximate Riemann solver. The explicit, second-order Euler scheme in the structured code has been scaled to unity to obtain the relative performance while the number in brackets shows how many thousands of cells can be calculated per second on one core of an Intel Xeon E3-1240 V2 at 3.40GHz.
For an explicit iteration the increase in cost between the Gauss-Green gradient and the weighted least squares gradient versions is all down to the extra cost of the gradient calculation. The addition of the laminar viscous terms added similar cost to both the structured and unstructured solvers while the addition of the k-ω turbulence model only increased the computational cost by half that of the structured method due to the use of extra storage to reduce the repeated computation. Hence an explicit turbulent calculation has similar cost when using either structured or unstructured grids with Gauss-Green gradients and is only 30% slower when using weighted least squares. The explicit second order Euler scheme can calculate 2.5M cells per second using the structured solver while the unstructured solver performance is reduced to either 1.57M for Gauss-Green or 0.99M for weighted least squares gradients. The explicit turbulent calculation has a much smaller spread between 700K cells per second for the structured solver and unstructured solver with Gauss-Green gradients, and 540K cells per second for the weighted least squares gradients unstructured solver.
The performance of the implicit iteration is significantly more important. For the Euler scheme, both structured and unstructured Gauss-Green solvers can calculate 370K cells per second while the unstructured weighted least squares solver is about 10% slower. This is because the formation of the approximate Jacobian and its solution are computationally the same in both methods and make up the majority of the cost. The addition of the viscous terms resulted in the unstructured solvers being faster than the structured. The unstructured solvers are more effective in this case since both viscous and inviscid parts are added into the Jacobian at the same time where this is done separately in the structured code. Although each implicit iteration may be faster in the unstructured solvers they do take more iterations to converge than the structured solver meaning that the overall computational cost is greater. 20 
Performance of the Linear Solvers
The performance of the linear solvers were compared using a NACA0012 aerofoil at 10 degrees of angle of attack at a Mach number of 0.3 using the HMB/HUM solved with a first order spatial discretisation of the Euler equations. Figure 12(a) shows the rate of convergence of the generalised conjugate gradient with respect to the CFL number. As the CFL is increased the solution method tends towards Newton performance and takes very few iterations to converge to machine accuracy. Figure 12(b) compares the Gauss-Seidel and generalised conjugate gradient methods for solving the linear system. With a tolerance of 0.1, and the updates converged to the first significant figure, the computational cost of the Gauss-Seidel method for 600 iterations was only two percent higher. Reducing the tolerance to 0.05 increased this cost by another 30%. It should be noted that the computational cost of each Gauss-Seidel inner iteration is about one third of each inner iteration in the generalised conjugate gradient method. Adding the fact that a preconditioner is not required, around 4 to 5 times the number of Gauss-Seidel steps are possible, compared to the generalised conjugate gradient method. It can also be seen that when a higher tolerance is used, the drop in the residual is lightly smoother for the Gauss-Seidel method.
Two Dimensional Cases
Three different sized, two dimensional NACA0012 aerofoil grids where used. All two dimensional calculations were carried out on grids which were 3 grid points, 2 cells, wide in the the z direction and hence were treated as three dimensional. These are described in table 4. The computational grids of hexahedra were also divided into three other cell types. One comprising of only tetrahedra, one of only prisms, and one which is a mixture of both hexahedra and tetrahedra. These meshes were constructed so the grid points were always in the same position, and only the connectivity between them was changed. Splitting hexahedra into four tetrahedra for hexahedra with high aspect ratio leads to very poor quality tetrahedra, slower convergence of the implicit scheme, as well as solutions with larger errors due to the skewed control volumes. This can be seen as a worst case scenario for the HUM code.
The first example is subsonic flow around the NACA0012 aerofoil at zero angle of attack at a Mach number of 0.3. As can been seen from figure 13, all three answers are symmetric and very similar. The main differences can been seen at the interface of the different cell types as the hexahedra where cut in different directions and in the hybrid mesh at the intersection between the hexahedra and tetrahedra. The surface pressure coefficient can be seen in figure 14(a) for the coarsest grid of the different cell types. The only differences between the cell types is the behaviour at the sharp trailing edge due to the different approximation of the boundary flux at that point. As can be seen in figures 14(b) and (c) this effect is reduced with mesh refinement for both hexahedral and tetrahedral grids.
The second example is the NACA0012 aerofoil at 1.25 o angle of attack and Mach number 0.8. The results can be seen in figure 15 for the limited and unlimited solutions. The limiter clips with respect to all the flow gradients associated to a grid point, and hence is overly dissipative since it is also turned on when an edge is parallel to the shock discontinuity. This is can seen by the change in the weak shock on the lower surface which was captured correctly with the unlimited solution. The surface coefficient of the pressure can be seen in figure 16(a) for the coarsest grid and different cell types. The HUM and HMB solutions on the same grid produce similar results with the largest difference found at the weak shock on the lower surface which has been smoothed across more cells. This is because the limited MUSCL uses just the gradient normal to the cell face in HMB while in HUM there is also a small contribution from the in plane gradient depending on the curvature of the grid lines. The grid of tetrahedra and prisms also under resolve the strong shock on the upper surface due to the different alignment of cell faces in the shock region. The difference in the sharp trailing edge is not as pronounced as in the zero angle of attack case. Figures 16(b) and (c) show the comparison of surface Cp under mesh refinement compared to a fine grid HMB solution. Both grids show that the weak shock is under-resolved on the coarsest grid with the two other grids being grid converged. Tables 5 and 6 show the value of the lift and drag, respectively, for the three different grid sizes and cell types. The lift and drag for the different cell types are all within 3% percent of each other. There is a similar change in lift for all Grid 1 mesh types with both solvers over predicting the Grid 3 solution by 0.006. The change in lift between Grid 1 and Grid 2 and Grid 2 and Grid 3 for the structured solver is of the same magnitude, pointing towards linear convergence, while the solutions on the unstructured grids show a much smaller delta between Grid 2 and Grid 3 and hence faster convergence. The poorer performance of the structured solver is due to the increased resolution of the strong shock on the upper surface. As the grid is refined the shock width is reduced by a factor of two and hence the lift can only converge linearly. This effect is less pronounced for the unstructured solver as the shock is spread across more cells. The drag has a larger percentage error than the lift on all mesh types on the coarsest Grid 1 but also a better rate of convergence. Both types of solver have second order convergence in the drag because in this case the size of the pressure jump across the shock is the important factor, and not its resolved resolution.
The final aerofoil example concerns the fully turbulent flow around a NACA0012 aerofoil at Mach of 0.3 and Reynolds number of 6 Million. The unstructured computational grid can be seen in figure 17(a) . It has 20K hexahedra and 17K prisms compared to the 80K cells in the structured multi-block grid. The grid resolution around the aerofoil, and in the boundary layer is the same in both cases and the coarsening is away from the surface and the wake region. The transition between hexahedra and prisms at the leading edge and wake regions lead to small prisms capping larger aspect ratio hexahedra as seen in figures 17(b) and 17(c). Figure 17(d) shows the Cp at 10 o of angle of attack compared against the experimental data of Gregory and O'Reilly (35) . The only difference in the solution is that the unstructured code has a very slightly higher suction peak at the leading edge when using either the structured or hybrid mesh compared to the multi-block solver and all three solutions compare very well with experiments. The slight oscillation near the suction peak is due to a lack of smoothness in the aerofoil geometry definition around the leading edge. Figure 18 shows the comparison of the lift and drag for angles of attack from 0 to 12 degrees with the experimental data of Ladson (36) . There is a good agreement between the two mesh types and methods with the differences increasing at the higher angles of attack range. 
Three Dimensional Cases
The first fuselage case considers the inviscid flow around the ROBIN (37, 38, 39) body. The HUM mesh contained just over 4 million vertices and 25.7 million tetrahedra, there was no prism layer in this case. There were a total of 414K surface triangles of which nearly all where on the fuselage since the grid was not a half model. The HMB mesh contained just under 5 million vertices and 4.6 million hexahedra with only 47K surface quadrilaterals. Figure 19(a) shows a comparison between the surface pressure coefficients. The largest differences are in the stagnation areas in front of and behind the dog house since the tetrahedral grid has less points in the volume grid in this region compared to the structured multiblock grid. Figure 19(b) shows the position of two slices through the fuselage where comparison with experiments is made near the nose, x/l = 0.094 (c), and just before the end of the dog house x/l = 1.007 (d). In the nose region both solutions match with the experimental data and each other. In the case of the station at x/l = 1.007 the two computational solutions are similar until they reach the top of the fuselage at z = 0.1. However, the flow over the top of the dog house is not as symmetric when compared to the the lower part of the fuselage.
The second case is the inviscid flow around the ERICA fuselage (40) shown in figure  20 . The grid contains 5.3 million nodes and 15.9 million cells of which 8.5 million are tetrahedra and 7.3 million are prisms in the prism layer which is 12 cells high. There are 718K surface triangular elements, of which more than 600K are on the fuselage, and 37 surface quadrilateral elements which is the prism layer cells cut by the symmetry plane. As can been seen from the surface mesh in figures 20 (b) and (c) there are large numbers of points on the fuselage meshing which is one of the main advantages of using an unstructured mesh. The calculation was run on 16 processors and the CPU partition can be seen in figure 20 (d) while the pressure coefficient can be seen in figure  20 (e). This case is used here to demonstrate the robustness and flexibility of the hybrid method.
The third test case is the inviscid flow around the ROBIN body with an actuator disk. The Mach number was 0.075 with zero degree angle of attack, advanced ratio of 0.15 and thrust coefficient was set to 0.0065. Table 7 shows the companions between the loads on the fuselage for the two different meshes and for different actuator disk models. The addition of the actuator disk increased both the lift and drag on the fuselage with a marked difference between the values obtained with the two disk models. The most striking effect is the change of sign on the side force. Figure 21 shows the vorticity magnitude at 6 different slices behind the actuator disk showing the advantages of the non-uniform actuator disk model. By the time the slices reach 4R downstream there is not enough grid resolution so support the vortices and so they are dissipated. It should be noted that the flow is not symmetric because the rotor disk is offset from the centre-line as in the experiments (41) . Given the relativity coarse mesh employed, the wake is well represented up to 3R downstream.
The final fuselage test case is turbulent flow around the ANSAT-M model (31) shown in figure 22 . The smaller grid contains 1.3 million nodes and 3. Figure 23 shows the pressure coefficient over the fuselage for all three cases with the coarser grid on the left. The main difference is at the engine exhausts which show a much smaller pressure drop on the larger mesh, due to the mesh refinement in this region of the flow.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The ability to solve on unstructured and hybrid meshes has been added to HMB/HUM increasing the functionally of the original HMB CFD code. Several calculations have been carried out and the results and performance are satisfactory. Many of the coding improvements found within the unstructured code were back ported into the HMB multi-block solver. On a hexahedral mesh the residual evaluation was very similar for both the HMB and HUM formulations. The cost to solve the linear system only had a minor difference, due to the ratio of the number of cell centres to number of nodes. However there was a performance deficit in the total number of iterations required for convergence in HUM. The slowing in the convergence after the initial 5 orders as seen in figure 12 does not effect HMB, but HUM may take up to twice as long to converge. The exact reason behind this behaviour is not fully understood since in the limit of very large CFL numbers Newton's method is recovered implying the approximate Jacobian is correct. The most likely cause of the slowdown is the implemented of the physical boundary conditions on the dual mesh. This is under further investigation. There are only minor solution differences when solving the HMB and HUM formulation on the same mesh due to the MUSCL formation for HUM being slightly more dissipative and the use of boundary layer sub-grids with a tetrahedral off body, save a large number of grid points without deterioration in the solution. The lower memory linear solve as discussed in section 3.2 has also been implemented for both HMB and HUM using the same code. The main result is that solvers have large common blocks of code but the order of storage of the gradients in HMB was changed. This is a great advantage as it reduces the cost of both the addition of new features going forward, as well as any code optimisations. It also means there is a framework for enhancing parts of the structured code, for example by changing the location and algorithm for calculating gradients, without large rewrites of the viscous fluxes. To our knowledge, this is an important development in CFD that allows researchers to dive into method development without thinking about restrictions of structured or unstructured grids.
In the future, more complex cases are to be considered including complete helicopter configurations as well as more fundamental work on how flow features such as wakes are effected as they transition between different flow solvers. The long term goal is, for a given simulation, to achive the best possible answer with a fixed amount of computer resources. This requires the ability to adapt the mesh with a limited number of cells, amongst other things. The additional flexibility of hybrid grids with reduce the complexity of this goal. (22) . . 
